


Dear Customer, 

Welcome to the 

'95-'96 Sierra games cataloguel 

The products in this catalogue are the result 

of thousands of hours of design 

and programming by a dedicated and 

passionate team of professionals. 

You will find all the latest 

multimedia games Including new releases 

expected for 1996. 

Each game is presented under 

its own category 

(adventure, simulation, strategy etc.) 

with a detailed description in order 

to let you discover 

your favourite games in the 

simplest way possible. 
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A E rfASMABD 
The terrifying story of a woman fighting 

for her life against the forces of 

evll comes to life In the most 

advanced multimedia suspense 

thrlller ever: Phantasmagoria. 

Unfolding In novel-like 

chapters, this game estab

lishes on unprecedented 

blend of Hollywood film 

«A sinister game in the style of Edgar 
Allen Poe, A lfred Hitchcock, and 

• Stephen King» 
·., PC GAMER 

.. 
production, digital •~ ~ · · · 

.. . .. ·' .• " 
effects, computer

rendered worlds, 

and Interactivity. 

In Phantasmagoria, 

master designer 

Roberto Wlllloms 

creates a frighteningly 

believable nightmare from 

which you may never awoken. 
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• Developed using sophisticated Hollywood film techniques and dig ital effects 
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• Features and ultra-realistic 3-D rendered world in which characters have free movement 

• Unfolds in novel-like chapters 

• Ava ilable on 7 CD 's 

• Written by master game designer Roberta Williams e 



A E GABRIEL KNIGHT II 
THE BE AST WITHIN 

Sierra once again brings its 

Inimitable touch of quality to 

adventure games! Ludwig of Bavaria, Wagner's 

last opera, and the mysterious 

"Slack Wolf". Gabriel, a 

descendant of the 

Schattenjagers (Shadow 

Hunters) family, Is Investigating In 

Munich a series of murders Involving 

mutilations which could be the work of 

werewolves! Right from the prologue, 

This new Gabriel Knight 

mysterv plunges 

the player Into a 

disturbing, 

baroque 

Germany. 

on the track 

of King 
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you 

will be 
fascinated 

by this Intriguing 

adventure which will catch you 

up In a storv beginning 

In 1750. 

• Named "Best adventure game of 1995" by Computer Game Review 
• Entirely written and directed by award-winning designer Jane Jensen 
• Original music that includes an entire opera composed by Robert Holmes 
• A hyper-realistic multimedia production with over 80 different locations and 1 ,OOO screens 

placing the player right in the heart of the adventure 
• The story is set out in a prologue and 6 chapters, punctuated by the interventions of the two 

heroes, Gabriel Knight and Grace, his assistant 
• The Beast Within can be played under Dos and Windows 
• Anguish and suspense on 5 CD's 



A E URBAN RUNNER: 
LOST IN TOWN 

This title inaugurates the 

"thri ller" genre on CD-Rom. 

Urban Runner hos been 

designed and directed entirely 

in video, but it is not a video 

film, rather a new step 

forward in adventure game 

techniques with the single 

aim of giving the player 

more gaming satisfaction. 

A 100% Video Thriller 

The use of new technologies derived from film-making, 

the story's rhythm, the evocations of famous films 

and the originality of the script, as well as 

the new ideas. the humour. the ergonomics 

and the 

fascinating 

situations, 

go to make 

Urban Runner a 

landmark event. 

• The use of an innovative multimedia technology: the game Is developed entirely from filmed sequences 

z 

• Several months of filming directed by movie professionals 

• Over 180 minutes of filmed sequences 
• A unique system enables you to play the part of two characters, one after the other 

• Automatic saving of sequences with the possibility of looking over all the actions the player has 

undertaken 
~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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«Gives the public a feel of what it 's like to be 
a police officer on the street» NBC NEWS 

alk the thin, blue line in four of the most realistic crime games 

ever created, packed with complex stan,ilines and real-life myste

ries that only a handful of real police officers ever face - or solve. 

You don't just watch the action - you're in the thick of It. Be warned: make 

one mistake and they'll be back on the streets. 

What's in the box: 

- POLICE QUEST 1 

- POLICE QUEST 2 

- POLICE QUEST 3 

- POLICE QUEST 4 

- Behind-the-scenes series 

history with game creators 

- Abridged L.A. Police 

department manual 

A E 

- The Laffer Utilities 

THE LARRY 
COLLECTION 

«Love at first byte ... loaded with 
trashy jokes and pick-up lines» 
PLAYBOY 

I 
f you have never experienced the taste

less wonder that is Larn,i. you're in for a 

treat, guaranteed to keep you smil ing and 

smirking long into the foreseeable future! 

This complete collection contains the following: 

- Leisure Suit Larn,i 1, 2, 3, 5 and 6 

Plus a crazy collection of other 

side-splitting stuff: 

- Leisure Suit Larry's Casino games: Slot machine, Poker, etc. 

- Softporn: the text-only cult classic that "spawned Larn,i"I 

- An exclusive interview of creator Al Lowe 
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Release the adventurous instincts 
within you! 

When he comes home one morning, TOAIN 

discovers that his parents have been kidnapped 

by a witch and are being kept as prisoners 

under one of her spells. TOAIN abandons his 

work as farm hand and decides to pursue 

this witch (whose name he knows, 

• A magical story full of intriguing and fascinating characters 

but that's all), to trace her 

whereabouts and lilt the spell put 

on his parents. This minutely 

detailed and dangerous quest 

will be his Alte of Passage 

Into adulthood. 

Jokes, puzzles and suspense 

all the wayl 

• A succession of worlds within worlds. each one revealing its particular 
landscapes, inhabitants and ... secrets! 

• A game directed by Al Lowe, producer of the famous Leisure Suit Larry series 
• An exceptional soundtrack composed by Michel Legrand which gives impressive 

depth to this marvellous adventure 
• Exceptional graphics and ultra-smooth animations 
• A «close capture» option enables you to read and/or hear the dialogues 
• Compatible with Windows '95 



« ... worthy 
of a Disney cartoon » 
JOYSTICK 

he bestselling adventure series of all 

time returns with the most spectocu-

lor episode yet. Told through breath

taking. cinema-quality animation and 

accompanied by o dynamically beautiful score, 

King's Quest VII establishes o 

new standard for animated adventure games. 

In this game, author Roberto Williams spins on 

enchanting tale of o mother and daughter caught in o 

world of fairies, trolls, and magical lands. 

Vl 

"' a: • Developed us ing bril liant cinema-quality animation 
::::> 
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a: • Accompanied by o memorable, fully orchestrated musical score 

"' ~ • Features on enchanting world in wh ich you ploy os two different characters 
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• Unfolds in moving, novel-like chapters 

• Includes breathtak ing, high-resolution animation and backgrounds 

VII 
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KING'S QUEST 
COLLECTION 

«It's easy to see why this Sierra 
series is t/1e bestsel/ing of all time» 
COMPUTER GAME REVIEW 

Now, the complete works of the King's Quest 

series ore gathered in one box! 

What's Inside the box: 

- King's Quest I, original text input and new 

icon-based parser vers ions 

- King's Quest II 

- King's Quest Ill 

- King's Quest IV 

- King's Quest V. Multimedia PC version 

- King's Quest VI , Multimedia PC version 

- An interview with bestsell ing author 

Roberto Will iams 
- A complete history of the development 

of th is industry-leading series 



A E SPACE QUEST 6 

«The Space Quest series have been one 
of 011r favourite for years» 
COMPUTER GAME REVIEW 

pace Janitor Wilco is back, in the 

most smart-aleck, most satiric Space 

Quest ever! This state-of-the-art SVGA game mercilessly 

skewers all your favourite science fiction movies and com

puter and video games. Best of all , Space Quest 6 is fat 

free and has very few harmful side effects. So grab a mop 

and hang on tight, because this is the most fun you can 

have in Outer Space (yet)! 

• State-of-the-art graphics, using SVGA resolution and multiscreen scroll ing graphics 
• Unique outrageous «Space Quest» humour 

• Includes an optional arcade sequence, «Stooge figther 3,, 

• Fully interactive, not a pre-directed «movie» 

THE SPACE QUEST 
COLLECTION 

«A prime example of why 
Sierra is at the top of the 
computer gaming world» 
GAME PLAYERS MAGAZINE 

Y
ou'll own the entire Space 

Quest Collection, from the ori

ginal Sarien Encounter publi

shed in early 1986 to the most recent install

ment, Roger Wilco: The Next Mutation. 

What's Inside the box: 

- Space Quest l, original text input and new 

icon-based parser versions 

- Space Quest II 

- Space Quest Ill 

- Space Quest IV, MPC Multimedia version 

- Space Quest V 

- A video look at the Two Guys from Andromeda 

- A complete history of the development of this 

industry-leading series 

G 
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The last Dynasty: A sophisticated combat 
slmulatlon and a vast adventvre game. 

Combat slmulatlon: 
- High resolution, full screen 
combat 
- Entirely modular 
and customisable 
cockpit 
- Define and create 
your own fighting 
strategies and combat 
environment 

"If t/1is is an indication of things to come 
from the new multimedia revo/11tio11 , 

Sierra might just have cracked it" 
PC ZONE 

Adventvre: 

- Explore the largest space station 

ever seen In a computer game 

- Move 

freely In an 

ultra smooth, 

high resolution 3-D 

environment with over 100 

different locations 

- Solve puzzles, create traps 

and shoot enemies 

• A perfect blend of action, simulation and adventure gaming 

• Combat phases start off very simple, progressively becoming more sophisticated and 
complex as you advance in the game 

~ • Permanent textual and vocal on-line help during space combat and adventure phases 
CT 
z • A simple, user-friendly interface for all adventure phases 
~ L-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_J 
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T H E 

E INCA 
COLLECTION 

«One of the finest 
multimedia games yet published» 
CD ROM TODAY 

T
he complete works of the fobulous lnco series ore now available as a 

collector's edition, including an exclusive gift of the original musical 

score on CDI 

What's in the box: 

INCA 1 

INCA 2 

AUDIO CD: the original 

soundtrack of INCA 1 

~ ~--------------

~ • Pilot your spaceship through space and time in a planetary search 
>--
~ • Completeh,1 customized combats and ships 

~ • Move freely in superb 3-D pre-rendered bockgrounds 

~ • Meet real life blue screen movie characters 
:::> ~-------------
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COLLECTOR'S EDITION 

«Possibly the 
best flight sim 

compilation available for the 
PC today» 

CD ROM USER 

he complete "Great War Planes" series on one CD. Includes Al 0 Tank 

Killer, Red Boron, Red Boron Mission Disk, Aces of the Pacific, WWII 

1946 and Aces over Europe together with on-line windows manuals 

and reference sections. This 

superb collection also in

cludes a completely new 

title: Aviation Pioneers - The 

Museum of Flight. 

• Four fiight sims, two mission disks and a multimedia reference CD 
for the price of one fiight sim 

• Over 60 meticulously researched aircraft to choose from 
• Hundreds of historically accurate missions and a powerful mission 

recorder 
• Fly with either the English, Germon, US or Japanese air forces 



N ACES 
OVER MOUNTAINS 

It's bock with a vengeance. 

The rugged tank-busting Al 0 Thunderbolt II. 

Swoop In low over realistic mountainous terrain to 

unload on enemy tanks and artillery. 

You're fighting down and dirty, In day and night 

missions, armed with the most powerful can

non ever mounted In an airframe. Heads-

up Display gives you full targeting 

control of your arsenal of air-to-ground 

and air-to-air missiles. 
On-board training and video tactical 

Instruction guarantee you'll be ready for your 

first 

mission. 

The most 

adrenaline pumping 

air combat ever seenl 

Vl 
\jJ 
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• Glorious hi res SVGA graphics and detailed photographic landscapes 

~ 
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• Earth shattering sound effects such as the roar of the Al 0 engines, tank explosions etc. 

• Step by step instructions for learner pilots 

• Full targeting control of all missiles 
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SI N COMMAND: ACES OF THE DEEP 

A
ces of the Deep is now available in new hl-res SVGA with 

a unique voice recognition option! Take command in the 

most realistic and technically advanced WWII German U

boat Simulation ever created. Pushing your tactical abilities to 

the limit, you'll stalk the enemy waves of the North Atlantic in a 

battle where 

the hunter quick-

ly becomes the hun-

ted. Attempt to strangle 

shipping lanes and outmanoeuver 

«The best sub sim 
ever put to sea» 
PC HOME 

convoy escorts. React as technological advances 

wreak havoc with the success of your submersible 

torpedo boat. 
~ .-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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• Developed specially and exclusively for Windows '9S 

• Incredible SVGA graphics 

• 7 U-boats, over 20 warships and 8 aircraft all meticulously researched 

• Historically accurate missions and campaigns 

• Amazing special effects including speech recognition, digitized german speech, creaking hulls, etc. 

• Includes full length windows video of interviews with actual WWII U-boat captains 

ACES OF THE DEEP 
MISSION DISK 

«Now a Mediterranea n theatre of 
opera tions and loads of other f1111 stuff» 
PC GAMER 

New Weapons . New waters . Now take com

mand of a fearsome new weapon , the type 

XXI submarine . 

~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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• Extend your career as the Commander of a 

German U-boat 

• Experience more of the historical accuracy, rea

lism and unparalleled game experience that made 

Aces of the Deep so popular 

~ •Now command the Type XXI submarine - the 

z first «real» submarine 
::::J '--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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p 0 L c E Q u E s T 

SWAT 
In this game, 

designed by Daryl F. Gates, 

former police chief of Los 

Angeles and Tammy 

Dargan, who directed the 

previous Police Quest 

episodes, you are a 

member of SWAT (Special 

Weapons And Tactic 

Forces). 

You are working In the special weapons and 

strategies deportment and learning how to tackle 

all types of crisis situations. Will you be able to handle 

all the dangers of 

one of the biggest cities In 

the United States? 

Innocent lives are depen

ding on your ability to 

defend and 

protect them. 

~ f • Presentations of the different strategies used by the SWAT teams to respond to terrorist attacks 
;: J • An apprenticeship covering the most advanced SWAT equipment, such as MPS and ARl 5 rifles, tear gases 
~ and stun grenades, or the special helmets 
: • Training in how to become a SWAT marksman, using a Robar 308 fitted with a sight 

0 • Very well-documented video sequences filmed on the training sites of real SWAT officers, and views of the 
z outskirts of Los Angeles 
::::> 
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T
he Eorthsiege 

continues with 

the latest in the 

Metoltech series, Eorthsiege 2 : SKYFOACE. Skyforce is on action pocked, thunde-

ring sequel to the immensely popular combat game that set new standards in robo-

"' "' a: 
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tic simulation. Along with ground 

based combat, Skyforce brings 

you fast paced robotic combat 

from the air. 

• High resolution graphics and fiuid 3-Spoce animation 
• Communicate visually and audibly via radio with your squadron to out

fionk the enemy 
• Thundering robotic combat, gripping action and pyrotechnics galore will 

keep you riveted in your seat for days 
• Salvage weapons and acquire new technology as it evolves throughout 

the game 
::> 
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E 
nter the bottle-scarred 

worzone known as the 

Metoltech universe and 

put your strategic tactical skills to the ultimate test. In this turn-based strategy 

game, you choose to join one of six political factions, attempting to form long-

term alliances, or become the rogue HEAC to fight the single bottle. You con join 

alliances, switch sides, form 

new factions, or be a loner. 

~ • Fight against highly detailed, fully animated 3-D rendered HERCs 

~ • Beautiful SVGA graphics 
~ • Role-playing game playing element includes character development, 

~ energy management and weapons configuration 
(} 

z • Windows '95 compatible 
=> ~~~~~~~~~~~~~-=-==-====--=~---:----:::--:-:-~_,-
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CAESAR 

SAR 
Even more powerful than the world-famous 
city simulation, this time extended to the 
entire Roman Empire. Sumptuous graphics, 
an unusually effective interface, real-time 3-D 
visualization of the construction of your 
city. Begin with a simple province in 
the very early days of the 
Roman Empire and 
build up your local 
capital. Defend the 
whole province with 
the help of fortifi
cations, 

«This one will sit high on the 
"must play" list» 

PC GAMER 

exploit its resources, set up trade 
routes, raise armies and take Into 

consideration the wishes of your 
Emperor, back In the Imperial City. 

Once the Emperor has promoted you, 
you can attack another province, 

plllaglng -----

Its economy 
and using Its llvlng strength 

for your own purposes. 
You wlll also be up against attacks 

by the Huns and Invasions 
by the Carthaglnlons and Gauls. 

But will you be able to make the Emperor 
himself lose any sleep and extend your own 

Empire over the whole world? 

a::if)::::> I • Real-time simulation 
I-

~ • SVGA graphics 

~ • Accurate historical information 

~ • Digitized voicing and sound effects 
::::> 

• On-line help and assistance 
1
1 

• Several novice modes for experimentation 

• Functions under DOS 
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You are managing an interstellar transport company in the 22nd century 

and transporting human passengers and extra-terrestrial beings to the 

four corners of the known Universe. It is your task to negotiate the fares, 

to open new lines, to build or charter space liners to every destination your cus

\JJ 
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• Sumptuous SVGR graphics 
• Superb 3-D animated sequences 

tomers are prepared to pay 

for. Your aim: the maximum 

expansion of your commercial 

lines. Your 3 competitors are 

capable of anything: sabota

ge and bribery are their nor

mal weapons. And then, of 

course, there ore the pirates! 

• Dozens of different extra-terrestrial races 
• Random galaxy creator 
• Several levels of difficulty 
• CD-Rom compatible with Win 3.1 and Win '95 

s y BATTLE BUGS 

«One of those few games that 
deserves to be played by everyone 
and anyone» PC POWER 

T
his is Battle Bugs. R game of military strategy where insect troops rage 

across tabletops and storm junk food targets. Standing in their way are 

legions of enemy troops, armed to the teeth. You - and your battle strate-

~ • Full digitized sound effects and speech 

gy must guide your troops to 

glory. Will your armada of spi

ders cross the cola lake in 

time to save the fiag? Will the 

suicide run of a kamikaze 

mosquito take out the 

praying mantis? 

~ • Special scrolling feature to view the entire battlefield 
~ • More than 20 different bug types with varying special abilities 
8 • Special channel-changing TV set for help on insect abilities, hot keys, 
~ save, restore etc. 
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«Absolutely tile best science fic tion software ever» 
OMNI MAGAZ INE 

T
he Earth hos been destroyed by a catastrophic event, and it 's your job to 

rebui ld civilization on another planet. Where you go and if you survive is up to 

you. Shope a new society, sustain li fe in hostile atmospheres, build and control 

the growth of your colony - there's a whole galaxy of possibilities. Based on current 

NASA research in planetary science, 

robotics, terroforming and interstellar 

spacecraft design. OUTPOST places 

you in control of the most compre

hensive strategy simulation ever 

developed for the PC. 

• Sophisticated simulation of planetary colon izat ion 

• State-of-the-art 3-D rendered graph ics 

• Designed by Bruce Balfour, a former scientist for the Space 

Sc iences Division of NASA's Ames Research Center 

s y 

«Chn llenging nnd very addictive» PC ZONE 

xploration and colonizat ion is the name of the game . 

Overcome all types of crises such as natural d isasters, al ien 

confrontations, and colonial emergencies in order to reach the 

ultimate goal of discovering a 

foster than light propulsion device . 

~ • Complex and Intricate storylines 

~ • Personal ized digi tized vo icing for all personalities 

8. • Detailed fractal graphics with bitmap overlays 

~ • Stunning cinematic sequences using 3-D studio graphics tools 
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«T/1e best 
baseball game on the PC» 

CD ROM MAGAZINE 

A 
superb pitch-by-pitch simulation of professional 

baseball. The player selects how much control 

they want to take, from a simple manager-only 

mode to the advanced control of players. Actual 

players have been filmed and rotoscoped to provide 

smooth and realistic player movement animation. 

• Licensed by the Major League Baseball Players Associotion 
• Played in a three dimensional stadium with high res batter-pitcher views and 

rotoscoped animation 
• The first simulation to posit ion all four umpires on the field with their play-calling 

positioning determined by actual umpire instruction manuals 
::> ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

FOOTBALL '96 

F 
rent Page Sports Football includes nearly 

every aspect of the game that gridiron 

fans could ask for. Detailed statistics, 

highly realistic game play and team manage

ment are all combined into one product. 

« ... the mos t playable and up- to-da te 

• Un ique play editor option with over 10,000 stock plays 

• Over 8,000 frames of animat ion filmed in 3-D stadiums 

• Licensed by the NFL Players Associat ion 

gridiron game around» 
PC GAMES 

BASS FISHING 

B
oss Fishing brings the thrill and excitement 

of fishing on your favourite lake into your 

living room. This comprehensive and accurate 

simulation models all aspects of boss fishing from 

weather conditions to equipment selection, from 

presentation 

techniques to 

fighting a tro

phy "bucket-

mouth" . 
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• The most realistic lake Ashing simulator available 

• Nine photo-realistic virtual lakes modeled 

after those on professional boss fishing circuits 

• Multimedia "how to" section hosted by 

top boss pros 



Based on the rich graphics from the acclaimed 

Outpost game, 3-D Pinball will boost the 

finest 3-D graphics seen on any previous 

pinball game. On-line movles, with 

help, hints, game history and 

trick shot tips from world class 

pinball players, 

«Pinball as you 've never seen before» 
CD-ROM TODAY 

combined with scores of astonishing 3-D 

animation rewords on lightening fast bonus 

ploy modes help 

make this game 

the most adrenaline 

blasting cpln• ever 

devised on any platform. 

V1 

~ • Developed specially and exclusively for Windows '95 
:0 
l
a: 
~ • five play fields including the planet surface, factory, command past, mine shaft and underground lab 

• Hundreds of visually rich 3-D rewards and obstruction animations in 3-Space animation 



LODE RUNNER: 
THE LEGEND RETURNS 

«Ul timate playability, tota lly addictive. A classic» 
CD-ROM USER 

T
e legendary hit from the 80's is backl Lode Runner - The Legend 

Returns is an all new version of the lightening fast action/arcade clas

sic with better puzzles and of course better graphics. Snatch all the 

treasure, dodge the evil monks with your trusty laser pistol and bore through 

IV 
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walls and noors to find 

extra tools to make it to 

safety. 

• Ten underground worlds with over 1 SO mazes 

• Thoroughly updated high resolution graphics 

• More levels! 

• All new network version coming soon 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
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ith Thexder, pilot a powerful armoured robot 

through SO complex mazes, each thick with tricky 

puzzles and hostile aliens . With the touch of a 

button, this robot transforms into a tank to do battle, or into 

a jet that blasts off to other worlds in search of his ultimate 

enemy, Primus Mech. Thexder must fl\I. run, jump, crawl, and 

fire as he adapts constantl\I to different hostile environments . 

• Battle 11our wa11 through five unique worlds, each with ten levels of 
fast action 

• Fight against fift\I different t11pes of hostile aliens, each with unique 
powers and attack patterns 

• True multi-tasking! Monitor up to eight different windows of information 
that update in real time 

• Makes use of Win '95 multi-tasking capabilities 
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For futher information regarding any of these games, 
please contact the following Sierra services: 

SERVICE AVAILABlf NUMBER TO CAll HOURS AVAILABlf 

Customer/Technical support (01734) 303171 9 a.m. to 5 p.m., Monday-Friday 

Customer Service Fax (01734) 303382 24 hrs. 

Bulletin Board Service (01734) 304227 24hrs. Requires a modem 

HlnUine Colder games) (01734) 304004 24 hours. Requires a touch tone phone 
Automated service 

New HlnUlne CUK only)* 0 891 880880* 24 hrs. Available In the UK only 
Automated service 

* costs 39 p min. cheap rate , 49 p min. at other times. Max. call length 7.5 minutes, 
max. charge cheap rate £2.93 , max. charge at other times £3 .68. UK only. 

- S I E R R A ' 
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